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Trans* and Gender 
Variant Inclusion 

Steering Committee 
Appointments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am here today to provide information on the applicants nominated to fill two vacancies on Trans* and Gender Variant Inclusion Steering Committee prior to the July 11, 2016 Park Board Committee Meeting.



To seek Board approval of the proposed nominees, Felix 
Gilliland and Lisa Salazar, for the Trans* and Gender Variant 
Inclusion Steering Committee, with their terms to commence 
immediately and end June 30, 2017. 
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Purpose of this Presentation  



 April 2014: “Building a Path to Parks and Recreation for 
All’ report received by Park Board 

 Staff directed to create TGVI Steering Committee 

 Members appointed by Park Board in July 2015 with 
term ending June 30, 2017 
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TGVI Steering Committee - Background 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2014 Park Board unanimously received the grass roots developed “Building a Path to Parks and Recreation for All: Reducing Barriers for Trans* & Gender Variant Community Members.Staff were directed to work with the trans* and gender variant community to reduce the barriers identified in the report.Steering committee members were appointed last year.



 Two members have resigned: 
• Lorimer Shenher (2015) 

• Kai Scott (2016) 

 May 2016: Public invited to submit applications for one 
year term expiring June 30, 2016 
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TGVI Steering Committee - Background 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lorimer Shenher resigned in September of 2015. They were a lead detective in the Vancouver Police Department’s Pickton/ Missing Women’s investigation. Lorimer had just published a book on their experiences and it gained media attention with an excerpt published in the Globe and Mail. The combination of requests to speak and an ill parent Lorimer did not believe they did not have adequate time to devote to the steering committee.Kai Scott, who was involved with the research of the original report and served as co-chair of the working group and steering committee resigned as he, Drew Dennis and Mehta Brown have formed a TransFocus which assists the public and private sector in understanding gender spectrum. Transfocus successfully obtained a contract with the City of Vancouver which immediately put Kai in conflict of interest both as a committee member and a researcher.In May the public was invited to submit applications and the following two nominees were brought forward by the community members of the steering committee and are supported by staff.



Felix Gilliland  

 Employed by RainCity 
Housing 

• Works with LGBTQ2+ 
homeless youth 

 BC Human Rights Tribunal 

• Removing gender markers 
from BC Birth Certificates 
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TGVI Steering Committee - Nominees 



Lisa Salazar 
 Raised family in Little Mountain 

area before moving to Champlain 
Heights. 

 Author of “Transparently, Behind the 
Scenes of a Good Life.” 

 Described as “solution focused” 
with a “disarming presentation style” 
which creates open dialogue on the 
TGV experience. 
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TGVI Steering Committee - Nominees 



THAT the Vancouver Park Board appoint the following 
community members to fill the two vacancies on the Trans* 
and Gender Variant Inclusion Steering Committee, with 
their terms to commence immediately and end June 30, 
2017: 
 Felix Gilliland 
 Lisa Salazar 
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Recommendation 




